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INTRODUCTION

When air pollution crimes involve significant harm or culpable conduct, they may be remedied through criminal prosecution. Republican and Democratic presidents offer significantly varied levels of political support for enforcing the U.S. Clean Air Act (“CAA”). However, we know little about the prosecution of such crimes historically and how they vary across presidents. By using content analysis of 2,728 criminal prosecutions, we selected all prosecutions for criminal violations of the CAA from 1983 to 2021 in order to address these questions. Results demonstrate that 391 prosecutions were adjudicated, including 733 defendants receiving over $3.6 billion in monetary penalties, 1,379 years of probation, and 647 years of incarceration. Excluding a few outliers, prosecutions are more frequent and penalties are higher under Democrats but not by a significant margin. The undercurrent of the analysis data may be a broader trend stretching back a few decades of financial underinvestment across parties resulting in stagnating enforcement outcomes over time, rather than broad swings across political parties.

The CAA is the primary regulatory vehicle that affords the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) the legal authority to regulate a variety of harmful air emissions throughout the country.1 While imperfect
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and culled together for a series of previous legislative efforts, the modern CAA, born from focusing on events such as the Donora Smog, has been used towards a variety of successful ends, from creating a permitting regime to reducing harmful air pollution from stationary and mobile sources across the United States, reducing acid rain, protecting workers and the general public from asbestos exposure, and many other accomplishments spanning over half a century. The CAA has been the primary regulatory vehicle for the EPA to attempt to curb carbon emissions, and thus has placed the agency front and center in the fight against anthropogenic climate change.


The CAA was and remains the primary vehicle for the EPA to work at reducing carbon emissions, which moved forward under President Obama, but stalled under President Trump and will be increasingly important if the current regulatory structure is used, with EPA at the forefront, in dealing with anthropogenic climate change. Samantha Gross, What Is the Trump Administration’s Track Record on the Environment?, BROOKINGS (Aug. 4, 2020), https://www.brookings.edu/policy2020/votervital/what-is-the-trump-administrations-track-record-on-the-environment/ (last visited Oct. 17, 2022). The EPA issued rules to curb greenhouse gas emissions from large stationary sources of emissions in January 2011. See Clean Air Act Permitting for Greenhouse Gases, EPA, https://www.epa.gov/NSR/clean-air-act-permitting-greenhouse-gases (last visited Oct. 17, 2022). This led to the Supreme Court case of Utility Air Regulation v. EPA, where the Court brought into question the authority of the EPA under the CAA to regulate greenhouse gas emissions for purposes of permitting a major stationary source and found mostly in favor of the agency’s ability to regulate greenhouse gases. 573 U.S. 302, 307–14 (2014). The Trump Administration rolled back these requirements. See
The CAA is organized by six titles, known as Titles I–VI. A strong system of enforcement and oversight is needed to maintain the substance of air pollution laws, and the EPA maintains a compliance monitoring strategy to focus its enforcement efforts for air pollution under the Act. Violations of the CAA are typically handled through civil channels offering numerous paths to bring violators into compliance with the law, such as environmental mitigation plans, Administrative Orders on Consent ("AOCs"), Supplemental Environmental Projects ("SEPs"), civil or judicial fines, and other compliance tools. Civil enforcement mechanisms center on bringing the regulated community into compliance with the
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law, but certain instances involving serious violations of the law, willful or culpable conduct, and those that create significant harm, can be dealt with through a criminal process that focuses on deterrence and punishment. Limited empirical research has explored the prosecution of federal environmental crimes generally in the United States and still fewer studies have analyzed the prosecution of air pollution crimes under the CAA. Given that a robust and effective CAA necessitates a criminal enforcement regime, there is a strong need in the regulatory, legal, and scholarly communities to further investigate the criminal prosecution of water pollution crimes under the CAA.

Criminal prosecution has always existed in a political context. Democratic and Republican presidents have treated environmental regulation very differently over time and this may have a profound effect on how the criminal enforcement of air pollution laws has proceeded in the United States both historically and in the future. There was enough of a bipartisan consensus to allow the institutionalization of resources for the policing and prosecution of air pollution crimes that began in the 1980s and lasted until the early 1990s, where criminal investigators and specialized prosecutors were hired; institutionalized places for these operations to specialize and collaborate were established; as were criminal provisions in major environmental statutes that all allowed for a criminal enforcement apparatus to institutionalize and become a standard part of the environmental enforcement regime. By the time Bill
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Clinton was in office, any bipartisanship over environmental enforcement began to break down and this process continued through the Trump Administration, which was openly hostile towards the agency more so than any Republican president since Reagan.\textsuperscript{11} How enforcement evolved across different partisan regimes and whether Democrats offered significantly expanded political, administrative, and budgetary support compared to Republicans, should influence criminal enforcement outcomes in CAA criminal prosecutions, but these effects are mostly unknown.\textsuperscript{12} By analyzing all CAA criminal prosecutions stemming from EPA criminal investigations from 1983 to 2021, we are able to explore outcomes across time and presidents and examine these broader patterns to address such important questions.

I. THE CRIMINAL ENFORCEMENT OF THE CAA

Institutionalizing resources to develop a criminal enforcement system for federal environmental law in the United States lead to the development of criminal penalties in environmental statutes, resources for policing environmental crimes, and specialized prosecutorial resources to prosecute environmental criminals. The development of criminal provisions in environmental law may be traced to the Rivers and Harbors Act (1899) and Lacey Act (1900), which provided penalties for illegally obstructing or altering the navigable waterways of the United States and banned the unpermitted interstate trade in wildlife.\textsuperscript{13} The 1970s was a


Through the 1970s, it became clear that the enforcement regime needed tougher measures to deal with non-compliance, and a criminal enforcement regime began to take place in the 1980s.\footnote{Criminal enforcement was taking shape in the mid-1970s. The EPA issued the first extensive agency guidelines for proceeding in criminal cases in 1976. In 1978, the EPA and the DOJ formed a hazardous waste taskforce that initiated fifty-two civil actions under RCRA, and the DOJ was laying the groundwork for institutionalizing criminal enforcement resources by the end of the Carter Administration. For the EPA, the nexus between the two agencies was formally cemented when Peter Beerson, a former DOJ attorney, became the Director of the Office of Enforcement at its inception. See Robert I. McMurry & Stephen D. Ramsey, \textit{Environmental Crime: The Use of Criminal Sanctions in Enforcing Environmental Laws}, LOY. L.A. L. REV. 1133, 1136–41 (1986). An example would be prosecuting corporate officers for hazardous waste crimes. See David T. Barton, \textit{Corporate Officer Liability Under RCRA: Strict but Not Stringent}, 1991 BYU L. REV. 1547, 1547–49 (1991).} Major environmental laws received upgraded penalties and related criminal provisions throughout the decade, first with RCRA in 1984, then in 1987 the Clean Water Act (“CWA”), followed by the CAA in 1990, and so forth.\footnote{Historical Development of Environmental Criminal Law, DOJ ENVT & NAT. RES. DIV. (May 15, 2015) [hereinafter Historical Development], https://www.justice.gov/enrd/about-di vision/historical-development-environmental-criminal-law [https://perma.cc/HS9X-QYQS].} Support for financial resources came from Congress to support policing resources for criminal investigations in the EPA with the founding of the EPA’s Office of Enforcement in 1981, now referred to as the Office of Compliance Assurance.\footnote{About the Office of the Enforcement and Compliance Assurance (OECA), EPA (Sept. 21, 2022), https://www.epa.gov/aboutepa/about-office-enforcement-and-compliance-assurance-oeca [https://perma.cc/3YLX-AS7M]; EPA, MANAGEMENT REVIEW OF THE OFFICE OF CRIMINAL ENFORCEMENT, FORENSICS AND TRAINING 5–7 (2003) [hereinafter MANAGEMENT REVIEW], https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/documents/ocef-review03.pdf [https://perma.cc/Q8ML-L7AR].} The next year, criminal investigators were hired and, in 1988, given full law enforcement authority.\footnote{Id.} The EPA’s Criminal Investigation Division (“EPA–CID”), which spearheads criminal investigations, was given additional resources in 1990, under the Pollution...
Prosecution Act, and today employs roughly 145 criminal investigators.\[^{19}\] What became the ENRD was originally the Public Lands Division, organized within the DOJ in 1909.\[^{20}\] The Environmental Crimes Section (“DOJ–ECS”) was organized in the DOJ in 1982, and by 1987, became its own organizational unit within ENRD, now employing about forty-three attorneys and a dozen staff.\[^{21}\]

Collaboration between the EPA–CID, DOJ–ECS, and U.S. Attorney’s Office is a critical element of the criminal enforcement regime. Criminal investigators build cases and take them to attorneys in one of these units, often working with state, local, and other federal agents in a taskforce-type environment, forming cases through civil inspections, requiring reports and regulatory filings, or through whistle-blowers and former employees among other sources.\[^{22}\] Criminal investigators must work with prosecutors to file criminal information in federal court or convene a grand jury to press a case to prosecution.\[^{23}\]

Republican presidents have never been terribly keen on environmental regulation and enforcement. Nixon was not excited about the existence of the EPA or its enforcement role, and Reagan was equally


\[^{22}\] The case may also be forwarded to state or local officials for prosecution instead of pursuing federal charges. For the role of sources in criminal investigations, see Joel A. Mintz, *Treading Water: A Preliminary Assessment of EPA Enforcement During the Bush II Administration*, 34 ENV’T L. REP. 10912, 10922, 10924 (2004).

dissatisfied with any regulation of business. When Anne Gorsuch was appointed as Administrator of the EPA, she made certain to carry out these wishes rather swiftly. Gorsuch halted much of the enforcement process and supported budgetary cuts, and many of the early criminal enforcement functions were dismantled, although spread across the agency. It was not until William Ruckelshaus was reinstated after Gorsuch resigned from her position that the enforcement regime was put back on track. Despite the vitriol during the Reagan Administration, budgets managed to increase over time through Presidents Reagan and G. W. Bush, criminal provisions were placed within major environmental statutes, and budget increases managed to make their way to the agencies. The Pollution Prosecution Act further bolstered resources, and major environmental laws, such as RCRA, CWA, and CAA were amended.
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24 See id. at 10500–01.
Thus, while criminal enforcement had a rocky start, the necessary tools for its evolution and institutionalization still took place under Republican presidents.

By the Clinton Administration, any remaining bipartisanship started to wane. Budgets and staffing increased during the administration, but a shift towards flexible regulation came into being. President G. W. Bush focused on returning enforcement authority to the U.S. states and overlooked careerists to lead key agencies. For the most part, when President Obama took office, he failed to stem the longer term budgetary stagnation and drops in staffing that started during the G. W. Bush years, and some research shows enforcement outcomes on some metrics were better under the Bush Administration. When President Trump took office, what had been a distaste for environmental regulation—particularly when it came to regulating greenhouse gas emissions—erupted into outright hostility from both the White House and some Republicans in Congress, causing significant problems at the EPA, where some 700 staff departed and former staff organized rare political opposition to the Administration.

Key successes were no longer taking place with environmental enforcement or law in general by the time President Trump took office, with budgetary resources for the EPA and the DOJ stagnant nominally
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and declining when adjusted for inflation, and most major environmental laws had not received significant amendment since the early 1990s.\textsuperscript{34} Trump furthered a frontal assault on environmental agencies, removing scientists from important advisory committees, pushing to cut the EPA's budget by a third, undermining major parts of the CWA and other environmental laws, and appointing a climate change denialist to initially run the EPA.\textsuperscript{35} On the DOJ side of the equation, perhaps the most shocking move by any president as it comes to environmental law, Trump pressured Jeffrey Clarke, then the head of the ENRD, to persuade the DOJ leadership to assist in overturning the results of the 2020 presidential election.\textsuperscript{36} One witnessed limitations on the use of traditional prosecutorial tools during this era, drops in enforcement, and the lowest levels of injunctive relief in fifteen years.\textsuperscript{37}


A brief examination of partisanship in the White House and criminal enforcement shows that Democrats have been more sympathetic to stronger environmental enforcement over time but that key accomplishments when institutionalizing and funding this regime managed to happen with Republicans in the White House and even criminal enforcement persisting through the G. W. Bush years. What seems to be the case is the potential for stagnating budgetary support and a lack of full attention from Democrats and, up until President Trump, perhaps the ability of environmental agencies to persist, though not thrive, in this environment. We analyze trends in CAA criminal prosecutions to see if such trends hold from Reagan through the Biden Administrations below.

II. DATA

Data are collected from the EPA’s Summary of Criminal Prosecutions Database (“EPA’s Database”), providing all EPA-CID criminal investigations resulting in prosecution from 1983 to the present. Data are searched by fiscal year (“FY”) from the first case until the end of data gathering on April 30, 2022. These data provide an excellent source on information on criminal prosecution from the Reagan era through Trump’s presidency. There are a limited number of prosecutions adjudicated thus far under the Biden administration, and we discuss them in text but do not include them in the results below as they skew the charts. We
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catalog 2,728 total prosecutions and select all 391 that involved criminal violations of the CAA for our analysis. We coded the following information from each case narrative in the database: a short narrative summary we created for each case; FY recorded in the database; docket number; state identifier; number of defendants; presence of at least one company as a named defendant in the prosecution; and all sentencing data including incarceration and probation (in months), all monetary penalties including fines, special assessments, restitutions, and other penalties, organized by penalties to companies and individuals. All data come from the EPA’s Database and if the agency failed to include a prosecution it will not be included in our analysis. We used content analysis to code each prosecution summary with two coders independently recording data. We test-piloted our analytical strategy for the process for four weeks and once patterns became clearer in the data and we could see the issues that may arise, we commenced with coding. Discrepancies were reviewed by one of the authors and then we met until consensus was found on the values. In most cases coding was straightforward, with the exception of sentencing data in complex prosecutions involving numerous defendants. The inter-coder reliability for the study was about ninety-five percent for the analysis.42

III. Results

We begin the analysis with Figure 1, which explores total CAA prosecutions adjudicated under Republican presidents since Reagan. Prosecutions take time to develop from the 1983 baseline when criminal investigators were just hired, and we do not see any completed until 1986 when two cases were adjudicated. Prosecutions rise to five in 1987, with a total of sixteen adjudicated as the result of EPA–CID criminal investigations during the Reagan/Bush era, averaging 1.6 per year. By the time G. W. Bush takes office, the institutionalization of criminal enforcement tools for the environment have been well under way for almost two decades and the number of CAA prosecutions adjudicated increases, from a high of twenty in 2003, to a grand total of ninety-seven during his presidency, with an average of 12.13 per year. Prosecutions continue under Trump, totaling fifty-one during his one term in office, with an annual average of 12.75.

42 The agreed-upon items are divided by non-agreed items. See Ole R. Holsti, Content Analysis for the Social Sciences and Humanities 140 (1969).
Figure 1. Annual CAA Prosecutions Adjudicated Under Republican Presidents by Fiscal Year

Source: EPA Summary of Criminal Prosecutions Database

Comparing CAA prosecutions adjudicated under Democratic presidents in Figure 2, we find prosecutions ramping up during the Clinton Administration, totaling seventy-four prosecutions across his two terms in office, with an annual average of 9.25. Efforts are greatly ramped up during the Obama Administration, with 148 prosecutions adjudicated, averaging 18.5 prosecutions annually. Until Trump takes office, we see a fairly linear trend, particular across Presidents Bush, Clinton, and Obama, where total prosecutions continue to increase over time. Comparing Republicans to Democrats, we find the former has 164 prosecutions adjudicated, averaging 7.45 annually, while the latter has 222 total prosecutions adjudicated, averaging 13.88, showing Democrats to score higher on both metrics. Thus far we find five CAA prosecutions adjudicated under Biden in the database at the time of writing.

Figure 2. Annual CAA Prosecutions Adjudicated Under Democratic Presidents by Fiscal Year

Source: EPA Summary of Criminal Prosecutions Database
In Figure 3, we move to examining the number of defendants prosecuted in CAA prosecutions adjudicated under Republican presidents. Some thirty-six defendants are prosecuted during the Reagan/Bush eras. This number rises under President G. W. Bush significantly to 178 defendants prosecuted in these cases, averaging 22.25 annually. We find ninety-four defendants prosecuted during Trump’s term in office.

**Figure 3. Total CAA Defendants Prosecuted Under Republican Presidents by Fiscal Year**

Source: *EPA Summary of Criminal Prosecutions Database*

Moving to an analysis of the number of defendants prosecuted under Democratic presidents in Figure 4, during the Clinton era, we find this time to be much more robust than the Reagan/Bush eras, with 164 defendants prosecuted, averaging 20.5 per term. Under Obama, this number increases again to 253 defendants total, with an annual average of 31.63. Overall, the number of defendants prosecuted in CAA criminal cases under Republicans totals 308, with an annual average of fourteen, where under Democrats we find 417 defendants prosecuted, annually averaging twenty-six defendants. On both metrics, we find more defendants prosecuted by Democrats in our data. At the time of writing, we find eight defendants prosecuted in CAA cases under the Biden Administration.
Figure 4. Total CAA Defendants Prosecuted Under Democratic Presidents by Fiscal Year

![Graph showing total CAA defendants prosecuted under Democratic presidents by fiscal year.](image1)

Source: *EPA Summary of Criminal Prosecutions Database*

We switch to analyzing the number of cases with at least one company as a named defendant that were prosecuted in CAA cases under Republican presidents. In Figure 5, only seven cases emerge from the data in the Reagan/Bush eras. These prosecutions increase significantly by the time G. W. Bush takes office, with thirty-nine total cases, averaging 4.88 during his presidency. Under Trump, we find sixteen cases adjudicated.

Figure 5. Total CAA Prosecutions Involving Companies Under Republican Presidents by Fiscal Year

![Graph showing total CAA prosecutions involving companies under Republican presidents by fiscal year.](image2)

Source: *EPA Summary of Criminal Prosecutions Database*
We move to analyze cases involving companies prosecuted under Democratic presidents in Figure 6. As with previous metrics, the Clinton era was much more robust than the Reagan/Bush eras, with thirty-five cases prosecuted, averaging 4.38. Under President Obama, cases do not increase much, with thirty-eight prosecuted during his term. For Democrats overall, we find seventy-three prosecutions involving companies, averaging 4.56 per term. For Republicans, we find sixty-two cases, averaging 2.82, showing again higher numbers under Democratic presidents. We find three cases adjudicated involving companies as defendants under the Biden Administration.

Figure 6. Total CAA Prosecutions Involving Companies Under Democratic Presidents by Fiscal Year

Source: EPA Summary of Criminal Prosecutions Database

In Figure 7, we move to analyze penalties against companies in terms of total probation assessed to companies at sentencing (in months) during Republican presidents. We find very poor metrics under Reagan and Bush with zero months of probation assessed to companies in CAA prosecutions. By the G. W. Bush presidency, this metric increases significantly to 3,928 months’ probation assessed to companies overall, averaging 491 months annually. During Trump’s one term in office, the numbers shrink to 1,194 total months.
Figure 7. Total Probation Time (in Months) Assessed to Companies in CAA Prosecutions Under Republican Presidents by Fiscal Year

Source: *EPA Summary of Criminal Prosecutions Database*

In Figure 8, we examine total probation time assessed to companies under Democratic presidents. Under Clinton, some 2,996 months were assessed to companies during his presidency, averaging 374.5 months annually. Under Obama, probation increased to 3,962 months overall, averaging 495.25 months annually. Republicans, on the whole, had 1,455 months of probation assessed to companies in our data, averaging 66 months annually. Under Democrats, prosecutors secured significantly more penalties, with 2,254 months overall, averaging 140.88 months annually. Under the Biden Administration, we catalog 108 months’ probation.

Figure 8. Total Probation Time (in Months) Assessed to Companies in CAA Prosecutions Under Democratic Presidents by Fiscal Year

Source: *EPA Summary of Criminal Prosecutions Database*
In Figure 9, we explore monetary penalties assessed to companies under Republican presidents. These grow slowly during the Reagan/Bush eras, topping out at $1.7 million during the period, with an annual average of $170,060. Under G. W. Bush, penalties exceed $89 million, with an annual average of $1.11 million. During Trump’s presidency, penalties rise to the highest point in our data, exceeding $2.8 billion, but much of this comes as the result of the prosecution of Volkswagen AG for violations of the CAA.
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43 One of the first large-penalty prosecutions during the Reagan/Bush era was the prosecution of Robert E. Derecktor, President of Derecktor, Inc. (D. Rhode Island 86-022, 1987). NAT’L ENF’T INVESTIGATIONS CTR., SUMMARY OF CRIMINAL PROSECUTIONS RESULTING FROM CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS 3 (1987). Derecktor operated a shipyard that built and repaired vessels in Middletown, Rhode Island. Charles Lunan, Ship Firm in Debt Boat Builder Owes Millions in R.I., SUNSENTINEL (Mar. 26, 1993), https://www.sun-sentinel.com/news/fl-xpm-1993-03-26-9302020118-story.html [https://perma.cc/2SCS-DZ9A]. Derecktor and the company illegally buried electrical transformers at a farm in Portsmouth that leaked Polychlorinated Biphenyls (“PCBs”). Id. Derecktor was prosecuted under TSCA for illegally dumping the transformers and the CAA (among other charges) for illegal disposal of asbestos. NAT’L ENF’T INVESTIGATIONS CTR., supra note 43, at 3. The company was sentenced to pay a $600,000 fine (suspension of $200,000 if the same amount is paid in restitution) and Derecktor a $75,000 fine alongside sixty months of probation. Id. Cuyahoga Wrecking Corporation (N.D. Ohio 4-89-CR-0281, 1991) was also sentenced to pay a $1 million fine for asbestos violations under the CAA concerning the improper demolition of buildings and other charges. NAT’L ENF’T INVESTIGATIONS CTR., SUMMARY OF CRIMINAL PROSECUTIONS RESULTING FROM CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS 120–21 (1991). PCBs are chlorinated hydrocarbons, whose manufacture was banned in 1979, because they do not readily break down in the natural environment and are regulated under TSCA. See Learn about Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs), EPA, https://www.epa.gov/pcb/learn-about-polychlorinated-biphenyls-pcb [https://perma.cc/89ZM-F4BZ] (last visited Oct. 17, 2022).

44 We leave this prosecution out of the Figure in order to avoid skewing it for purposes of presentation. Volkswagen AG agreed to pay a $2.8 billion penalty for cheating emissions devices and pleaded guilty to conspiracy to defraud the United States, wire fraud, obstruction of justice, importation of merchandise by means of false statements, and violations of the CAA. See Volkswagen AG, 16-CR-20394 (E.D. Mich. 2017) (EPA Summary of Criminal Prosecutions), https://cfpub.epa.gov/compliance/criminal_prosecution/index.cfm?action=3&prosecution_summary_id=3009 [https://perma.cc/SZK6-NLVM] (last visited Oct. 17, 2022).
Figure 9. Total Monetary Penalties Assessed to Companies in CAA Prosecutions Under Republican Presidents by Fiscal Year

Source: *EPA Summary of Criminal Prosecutions Database.* Excludes $2.8 billion judgment against Volkswagen AG for purposes of illustration.

In Figure 10, we examine monetary penalties assessed to companies for CAA violations under Democratic presidents. Under Clinton, we find over $79 million in penalties in our data, averaging $9.9 million annually during his presidency. Under Obama, penalties rise to exceed $112 million, with an annual average of $14 million. Under Republicans as a whole, some $2.9 billion in monetary penalties were assessed to companies, averaging over $134 million per term. If one excluded the Volkswagen AG prosecution, the total drops to $161 million overall, with an annual average of $7.3 million. The total amount of secured penalties under Democrats was $192 million, averaging $12 million annually.\(^{45}\)
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Figure 10. Total Monetary Penalties Assessed to Companies in CAA Prosecutions Under Democratic Presidents by Fiscal Year

Source: *EPA Summary of Criminal Prosecutions Database*

In Figure 11, we explore total probation in months assessed to individual defendants in CAA criminal prosecutions adjudicated under Republican presidents. Under Reagan/Bush, we find individual defendants were collectively sentenced to serve 558 months of probation, with an annual average of fifty-six months. Under G. W. Bush, we find 3,928 months of probation, averaging 491 months annually. Under Trump, 1,194 months of probation were assessed to individual defendants, averaging 299 months annually.

Figure 11. Total Probation (in Months) Assessed to Individuals in CAA Prosecutions Under Republican Presidents by Fiscal Year

Source: *EPA Summary of Criminal Prosecutions Database*

CFC-12 is an ozone-depleting refrigerant that was widely used in air conditioners until it was banned in 1994. It is regulated under the CAA. See, e.g., *Choosing and Using a Retrofit Refrigerant for CFC-12 MVAC*, EPA, [https://www.epa.gov/mvac/choosing-and-using-retrofit-refrigerant-cfc-12-mvac](https://perma.cc/6758-REYS) (last visited Oct. 17, 2022).
In Figure 12, we explore total probation in months assessed to individual defendants in CAA criminal prosecutions adjudicated under Democratic presidents. A total of 2,996 months’ probation were assessed to individual defendants under Clinton, averaging 375 months per term. Under Obama, 3,962 months’ probation were assessed to defendants, averaging 495.25 months per term. When we look at Republican presidents as a whole, individual defendants received 5,680 months’ probation, averaging 258 months annually. Under Democrats, 6,958 months were assessed to individual defendants, averaging 435 months annually—both significantly higher. Under Biden, we catalog ninety-six months’ probation assessed to individual defendants in our data.

Figure 12. Total Probation (in Months) Assessed to Individuals in CAA Prosecutions Under Democratic Presidents by Fiscal Year

Source: EPA Summary of Criminal Prosecutions Database

In Figure 13, we explore total monetary penalties assessed to individuals in CAA criminal prosecutions under Republican presidents. We find only about $237,000 in monetary penalties assessed to individuals during the Reagan/Bush Administrations. This increased quite a lot under G. W. Bush to $96 million, averaging $12 million annually. Under Trump, penalties exceeded $76 million in his one term in office.
In Figure 14, we explore monetary penalties assessed to individual defendants under Democratic presidents. Under Clinton, some $8.8 million in monetary penalties were assessed to individual defendants. Under Obama, this rose dramatically to exceed $293 million overall, averaging in excess of $36 million. Examining Republican presidents overall, we find individuals were assessed in excess of $173 million in monetary penalties with an annual average of about $7.9 million. Under Democrats, totals were in excess of $302 million, averaging $18 million annually, showing a significant gain on Republicans on this metric. Under Biden, we find $68,832 assessed to individual defendants.46

46 The largest monetary penalty in the data was assessed to Philip Joseph Rivkin for a biofuel production fraud. Philip Joseph Rivkin, H 14-603M/H14-250 (S.D. Tex. 2016) (EPA Summary of Criminal of Prosecution), https://cfpub.epa.gov/compliance/criminal _prosecution/index.cfm?action=3&prosecution_summary_id=2858 [https://perma.cc/958Y-YLAB] (last visited Oct. 17, 2022). Rivkin took advantage of provisions in the Energy Independence and Security Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7545(u) (2010), that authorized biodiesel producers to generate renewable fuel credits with attached Renewable Identification Numbers (“RINs”) that could be sold to other producers on the open market. Rivkin, H 14-603M/H14-250 (EPA Summary of Criminal of Prosecution). Rivkin generated some 60 million RINs and sold them without producing any biodiesel. *Id.* The defendant pleaded guilty to mail fraud and making false statements under the CAA and was sentenced to 121 months’ incarceration, three years of supervised release, and $138 million in restitution and forfeiture. *Id.*
Figure 14. Total Monetary Penalties Assessed to Individuals in CAA Prosecutions Under Democratic Presidents by Fiscal Year

Source: *EPA Summary of Criminal Prosecutions Database*

In Figure 15, we show total incarceration assessed to defendants (in months) under Republican presidents. Prison time totaled 146 months under Reagan/Bush. Under G. W. Bush, 2,414 total months incarceration was assessed to individual defendants, averaging 301.8 months per year. Under Trump, 1,446 months’ incarceration was assessed to individual defendants, averaging 361.5 months annually.

Figure 15. Total Incarceration (in Months) Assessed to Individuals in CAA Prosecutions Under Republican Presidents by Fiscal Year

Source: *EPA Summary of Criminal Prosecutions Database*
In our final Figure, we explore total incarceration assessed to individual defendants in CAA criminal prosecutions under Democratic presidents. Prison time totaled 991 months under Clinton, averaging about 124 months per year during his presidency. Totals rose under Obama to 2,761 months with an annual average of 345 months per year. Examining Republicans over time, we find total incarceration assessed to defendants was 4,006 months, with a yearly average of 182 months. Under Democrats, the overall total was slightly lower at 3,752 months, but the annual average of about 235 months was much higher than Republicans’.

**Figure 16. Total Incarceration (in Months) Assessed to Individuals in CAA Prosecutions Under Democratic Presidents by Fiscal Year**

Source: *EPA Summary of Criminal Prosecutions Database*

**CONCLUSION**

Republican presidents have become increasingly hostile to environmental enforcement, particularly culminating in the Trump Administration, while Democratic presidents have increasingly offered vocal support for more stringent environmental enforcement, but what have actually been the outcomes of these varied visions historically? Have career staff been able to effectively investigate and prosecute CAA crimes over time, from institutionalization in the 1980s to present? Are outcomes significantly more robust under Democrats than Republicans when it comes to prosecuting air pollution crimes? How have presidents across parties invested or disinvested in criminal enforcement over the years? By analyzing data on CAA criminal prosecutions resulting from EPA–CID criminal
investigations from 1983 to the present, we were able to address many of these questions. Our results show that penalties and prosecutions tend to increase across Democratic presidents compared to Republicans, but the gap may not be as wide as one might think.

It took time for institutionalization to take place in criminal enforcement in the 1980s and there was significant vitriol from the Reagan Administration and actions by that administration to successfully disrupt enforcement.47 Those efforts were not in vain but were abated as responsibilities were shifted throughout the EPA and then criminal enforcement picked up in earnest. By the time George H.W. Bush left office, significant amendments were made to the CAA, criminal provisions were inserted into law, criminal investigators and prosecutors were afforded time to collaborate and build up the criminal enforcement apparatus, and resources were put forward by Congress to these ends.48 As would be expected, prosecutions and penalties slowly grew through Reagan and Bush, with more consistent success achieved during the Clinton presidency.49 Under Clinton, prosecutions increased significantly, as did the number of defendants prosecuted, as well as penalties on all metrics in our data. One would think that as G. W. Bush entered office, outcomes would start to decline, given the administration’s lack of enthusiasm for environmental regulation, but it persisted in terms of air pollution prosecutions.50 Cases adjudicated grew slightly under G. W. Bush, as did the number of defendants prosecuted and the number of cases involving companies. Monetary penalties assessed to companies, increases in probation assessed to individual defendants, incarceration time assessed at sentencing, and monetary penalties assessed to individual defendants also grew.51

Prosecutions continued to ratchet up in the Obama Administration by a good number, as did the number of defendants prosecuted, but on other important metrics, such as the number of cases where a company

50 See supra Figure 1.
51 See generally discussion supra Part III.
is prosecuted for an air pollution crime, probation time assessed to companies and individuals, and incarceration time, the stagnation that appears to occur to a good extent between the Clinton and the Bush years appeared again under Obama. Monetary penalties against companies and individuals increased during this period, but it is hard to assess this period as a significant advancement from the G. W. Bush era. While metrics increased since Clinton, it is hard to support the picture of a linear relationship between time in office and prosecutions and penalties in a substantive way or significant declines from Democrats to Republicans on the whole. That said, the Trump Administration, while working in part under the Covid-19 pandemic, was openly hostile to environmental enforcement, and most metrics, even under one term in office, drop fairly consistently from Obama. It is hard to estimate if another term in office would have shown a subsequent decline in output, but it would not be far-fetched either to make such a claim. Still, during this period the prosecution of Volkswagen AG persisted through the courts as did a series of related CAA cases that bolstered overall penalties significantly during this time.

If Democrats on the whole did not save criminal enforcement, and Republicans were unable on the whole to defeat the efforts of career staff to maintain their organizational prerogatives, which is a reasonable conclusion in part from our analysis, as it pertains to the limited area of air pollution prosecutions under the CAA, another variable to consider is whether financial investment in the EPA and the DOJ rose dramatically under Democrats and dropped precipitously under Republicans, which may be invoked to explain somewhat stagnating outcomes over time.

If one examines the EPA’s budget over time, their FY 1980 budget would be the high point, adjusted for inflation (at about $16 million). The EPA’s budget was more inconsistent early on and was cut from $5 billion to $3 billion in FY 1981 but climbed back over time. With the exception of the $7.6 billion budget in FY 2009 that jumped to $10.2 billion in FY 2010
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under Obama, most of the time in the modern era, the agency’s budget has been mostly stagnant since the Clinton years, increasing modestly and sometimes decreasing nominally, but dropping if considering inflation.58 Staffing at the EPA grew modestly during Clinton’s presidency, too, and hit its peak of 18,110 by FY 1999, dropped slowly but staying in the 17 thousand range during G. W. Bush’s presidency, and then declining through the Obama years.59 Unlike Trump’s budget requests and public claims to slash EPA funding, budgets increased slightly, even if staffing was stuck at 14,172 through most of his term, the lowest point since FY 1987.60 Not surprisingly, while prosecutions increased during the Clinton administration, staffing and budgetary support did not receive significant infusions, not the “‘best of times or worst of times’” for the EPA.61 At the same time, budgets and staffing continued on at a similar pace through the G. W. Bush Administration as did outcomes in air pollution enforcement, perhaps showing agencies keeping their heads above water during this period.62 The budget for ENRD has also been stagnant for years.63

The summary assessment of the historical evolution of CAA criminal enforcement is that criminal investigators and prosecutors seem to fare better under Democratic presidents than Republicans. They achieve a greater number of prosecutions and penalties on most metrics, but these are not nearly as significant as one might expect. Given the rhetoric from both sides of the aisle, one might expect substantial investments in resources under Democrats and pullbacks under Republicans, but instead it appears to be stagnant (nominally) and substantive underinvestment across partisan regimes, where it may be fair to say the enforcement apparatus is often keeping its head above water and doing important work without proper political and financial support on either end of the political spectrum.

The political inertia and partisan bickering in Washington seem to hold little hope for the Biden administration to change course on criminal enforcement. Biden’s FY 2022 budget proposal for the EPA was for
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$11 billion and 15,000 staff members. These numbers will not substantively, if adjusted for inflation, get the agency back to the nominal high point in FY 2010, and the staffing will not really move the agency forward much from its sorry position during the Trump Administration. While the administration’s proposal was far from historic, enacted at $9.5 billion and 14,581 staff for the EPA, it was telling. Even the proposed increase of $133 million for ENRD was not substantively important considering that in FY 2012 ENRD’s budget was about $132 million and failed to really grow or shrink through the remainder of the Obama and Trump administrations. By FY 2021, the budget shrank to $130 million. Hopefully, the greater investments in environmental justice, openness of administrators to pursue stronger enforcement, and commitments to greater funding over time may bear fruit if Biden remains in office for two terms.
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